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Anear-shore rescue drill has been staged by 2nd Coastal

Patrol Brigade at the Poh Tou fishing port on July 25, which is

participated by over 100 individuals from the Hsinchu City Disaster

Rescue Association, vice commissioners from all coastal patrol groups,

deputy commander of the coastal patrol brigade and battalion, and res-

cue teams among others.  The drill not only implements interactive res-

cue drills, but is further backed by the exhibition of various rescue gears,

where Northern Regional Patrol Bureau director Yang Li-chuan, joined

and briefed by Hsinchu city Disaster Rescue Association director, in-

spects various disaster rescue gears.  Bureau director Yang says in his

keynotes, the purpose of this drill has been to demonstrate the correct
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The rescue team conducts rescue drills in drowning
situations

Security inspection men conduct
drill in drowning situations

The maintenance, operation of the
life raft and rescue drills
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way of maintenance and operation, and to fulfill the rescue procedure,

ensuring that adequate and effective response actions can be effected

when faced with a host of rescue missions to better excel the lifeboat's

near-shore lifesaving and disaster rescuing functions.

The drill started with an introduction to the layout of the lifeboats,

where the briefing officer explains that it is not only important to avoid

overlapping the deployment with jurisdiction of Coast Guard, fire bri-

gade and rescue units that are equipped with near-shore patrol boats,

but it is equally important to caution for the division of responsible areas,

allowing the lifeboat to be deployed within 10 minutes to conduct rescue.

Next comes life ring and buoy tossing by Coast Guard security inspec-

tion men, which not only demonstrates the timing for deploying the life

ring and buoy, but also tips on life ring, buoy prepping, tossing and

retrieving, which is executed in a step-by-step instruction for the visit-

ing units to adhere to.

Security inspection men conduct drills on
lifesaver ring/buoyant tossing

Northern regional Coastal Patrol Bureau Director
Yang Lih-chuan joined and briefed by Hsinchu City
Rescue Association director Chen Shih-wong in in-
specting various rescue equipment
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Northern regional Coastal Patrol Bureau Director Yang Lih-chuan pre-
sides the overview meeting following the drills

As the right tools shorten the time needed to complete a job,

adequate equipment maintenance remains indispensable in mission

execution, and the participants' skillful dismantling and loading skills

for lifeboat repair and maintenance perfectly demonstrate the process

of lifeboat upkeep and maintenance.  With disasters being

unpredictable, lifeboats would need to be towed if moored a distance

away; in addition, with defense maneuver and boatyard repair that

require moving long distance, there is demonstration and description

given at the drill on lifeboat towing tips.

At last, as the drill approaches the highlight event, the rescue

team conducts actual drill for drowning rescue, where the rescue team

provides rescues by varied procedures depending on the state of

drowning, and to conduct emergency first aid procedure on board the

lifeboat, which will be taken over by the medics for CPR once trans-

porting ashore, and ambulance called for transporting the injured for

medical attention.  Demonstration drill is also executed in response to

floating dead body.

Following the drill, the bureau director presides the overview

forum, where he not only praises and recognizes the hard work put

forth by all drill participants from the Coast Guard's 2nd Coastal Pa-

trol Brigade, but anticipates that the fruits of this drill could be sowed

and enforced in all units.

(The author is with the Coast Patrol Brigade 2nd)


